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New Lights on the Life and Vorks
of Shaikh Dawud al-Fattani
Abstrak: Sejaub menyangkut tradisi keilmuan Islam di Dunia Mela'
yu, kbususnya pada abad ke-19, Patani 
-salah satu dari ernpat prouinsi
paling selatan di Thailand- telah memberikan kontribusi yang sangat
besar dan signifikan. Dari ruilayab ini, telah muncul sejumlah ulama
mumpuni dan produktif semisal Shaikh Dazuud al-Fattani dan Sbaikh
Ahmad al-Fattani. Di antara para ulama di Dunia Melayu, Sbaikb
Dazaud al-Fattani bahkan dianggap sebagai the most productive au-
thor of Kitab Jawi in the nineteenth century". Hal ini terkait dengan
sejumlab karangan yang sering dinisbatkan kepadanya, baik di bidang
fi.kib, rasazuuf, kalam, dan bidang-bidang keilmuan klam lainnya.
Periode Shaikb Daruud al-Fattani sendiri sesungguhnya dapat di-
anggap sebagai masa keemasan bagi tradisi intelektual klam di uilayab
Melayu-Patani ini. Karya-karya keagamaan Shaikb Daraud al-Fattani
banyak. menjadi rujukan pentin& baik bagi komunitas Muslim di Pa-
tani sendiri, rna.upun bagi komunitas Muslim di luar wilayab tersebut'
(Jmumnya, karya-karya Sbaikh Darttud ini berupa terjemaban atau
penjelasan dalam bahasa Melayu atas kitab-kitab penting berbabasa Arab
yang ditulis mengunakan tulisan Jazui, sehinga karenanya sering dise-
but sebagai kitab Jaui.
Dalam konteks tradisi keilmuan di kalangan Muslim Melayu, kitab'
kitab Jarai karangan Sbaikh Dazaud al'Fattani 
-dan juga karangan
beberapa ulama Patani lainnya- ini merupakan khazanab budayayang
sangat penting karena merupakan bukti historis adanya tradisi intelek-
tual Islam yang signifi.kan. Penting karena dalam kenyataannya, kitab'
kitab Jawi tersebut kemwdian dipakai oleb masyarakat Muslim Mela'
yu yang lebib luas, bahkan hingga masa kontelnporer ini. Lebib dari
itu, kitab-kitab Jawi karangan Shaikh Daruud al-Fattani juga telab
rnengbubungkan dunia Islam Melayu dengan dunia klam yang lebib
luas, mengingat di beberapa wilayab di Timur Te.ngab sendiri, kitab-
kitab tersebut mendapat teftTpat terltormat sebagai bagian dari litera'
tur Islam. Ini, misalnya, terlihat dari apresiasi beberapa penerbit yang
sdngat antusias menerbitkan dan mendistribusikan beberapa karya
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penting karangan Shaikb Daraud al-Fattani. Melalui peran penting
penerbit inilah, karya-karya Shaikb Dataud al-Fattani lebih tersebar
dan tersosialisasi.
Sayangnya, bingga kini, pengetahwan yang berkaitan dengan biografi
Shaikb Daruud al-Fattani sendiri masib terbatas, baik mengenai tabun
labir dan n,afatnya, maupun mengenai karir lengkap keilmuannya.
Hal ini terjadi terutarna karena tidak adanya satu karangan pwn, baik
yang ditulis oleh Sbaikh Dautud sendiri atau oleh murid-murid dan
koleganya, berkaitan dengan riraayat bidupnya. Ini berbeda misalnya
dengan ulama Melayw lain semisal Sbaikh Abdunauf al-Sinkili, yang
dalam sebuab karyanya, 'IJmdat al-MuhtAjin, memberikan catatan
lengkap mengenai dimana dan kepada siapa ia belajar pengetahwan
keislaman selama sembilan belas tahun di Tanah Arab.
Sejauh ini, beberapa sarjana memangpernah menulis tentang Shaikb
Dau.,ud al-Fattani. Beberapa di antaranya adalah Voorltoor.te (1953),
yang menulis artikel pendek tentang kontribusi Shaikb Daraud al-Fat-
tani terhadap perkembanganraAcdna keislaman di Dunia Melayu mela-
lui kitab-kitab karangannya. Kemudian C. Snouck Hurgronje (1970),
juga pernah membaltas tentang luasnya persebaran kitab-kitab keaga-
maan karangan Shaikh Davtud di Tanah Suci Makkab pada sekitar
abad ke 18 dan ke 19 melalui berbagai percetakan. Sayangnya, keba-
nyakan tulisan tentang Shaikh Dawwd, termasuk dua contoh twlisan
Voorhoeve dan Snouck Hurgronje di atas, tidak mengemukakan pem-
bahasan yang rnemadai berkaitan dengan riruayat hidwp dan karir
keilmuannya.
Artikel ini, antara lain, bertujuan untuk mengisi kekosongan litera-
tur tentang biografi Shaikb Dautud al-Fattani tersebut dengan menge-
mukakan riwayat bidup, karir keilmuan, dan jwga karangan-karang-
annya. Penulis artikel ini mencoba menghimpun informasi yang diper-
oleb secara lisan dari keluarga dan keturunan Shaikh Dawud, dan
dari murid-murid yang masih dapat dilacaknya. Informasi tersebut
kemudian dipadukan dan dicek silang dengan beberapa serpiban cdtatan
yang terdapat dalam beberapa sumber tertulis, antara lain dalam kitab
yang rnerupakan komentar atas beberapa karya Shaikh Dautwd.
Yang menarik dari artikel ini-dan tentunyd sangat bermanfaat
untuk penelitian lebih lanjwt tentang Shaikh Dau.,ud al-Fattani-adalab
penulis menyertakan daftar paling mutakhir dari kitab-kitab karang-
an Shaikh Dawud, baik yang diketahui sebagai koleksi perorangan
nxaupun yang tersimpan di beberapa perpustakaan, kltususnya di Perpus-
takaan Negara Malaysia (PNM), dan Muzium klam Malaysia (MIM).
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ny consideration of the achievement of a scholar must take
into account his life and times which have an impact on his
intellectual development. Thus, it is pertinent for us to Pro-
vide a description on the biography of our figure, Shaykh Dawud al-
Fattani (Patani).1 However, not a lot is known about this scholar since
he did not provide us with any background information about his
life. Moreover, there is no work about his life written by his students
and companions. Thus, it is difficult to obtain biographical details,
since nothing is known about him in detail in one single text written
either by the scholar himself or by his students. This is a common
phenomenon with respect to the scholars of this region. It is perhaps
out of humility, a character trait of a pious person, that the scholar
himself does not want any publicity or undue praise.2 This is further
aggravated by the dearth of scholarly research on him particularly
among the local researchers who have paid less attention to his thought
than they have paid to the study of mythological and animistic litera-
ture, such as the hikayats.
The few works available concerning Shaykh Dawud al-Fattani are
scattered in seminars papers, short paragraphs, and illustrations in
works written for different purposes.3 A brief article on him written
in English by P. Voorhoeve in the Encyclopedia of Islama has brought
to light some information about the contribution of Shaykh Dawud
in the Malay region particularly through his writings on various top-
ics in Islam. However, since it is just a brief illustration about the
scholar, some information given needs further research to ascertain
its accuracy concerning certain facts and events. The same condition
also applies to many seminar papers written by our local historians
and biographers. Even though there are attemPts among local histo-
rians to write about the life of Shaykh Dawud al-Fattani, the accuracy
of their information and their logical analysis could be further im-
proved.s lt is significant to note here that their biographical informa-
tion on Shaykh Dawud al-Fattani is mostly based on interviews. Most
of them relied mainly on the narration of the descendants of Shaykh
Dawud who have now settled in Kelantan, Patani and also Makkah.
But these primary sources too sometimes contradict each other and
are clearly in need of clarification. Thus, this paper attemPt to syn-
thesize and scrutinize all these ambiguities and hope to Present a new
light on the li{e, education and works of such a great scholars in his-
tory of the Malay-Indonesian archipelago.
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His Life
Shaykh Dawud al-Fattani is one of the most prominent scholars
among the Muslims of the Malay region. His thoughts serve as a
legacy for the generation of our modern time, while his works are
the source of knowledge that will last forever. His full name, accord-
ing to \Van Mohd. Shaghir Abdullah, is \7an Dawud bin Van
Abdullah bin \Van Idris bin Wan Abu Bakr bin \Van Ismail (Tok
Kaya Pandak) bin Andi Faqih Ali Datok Maharajalela.6 However,
Shaykh Dawud, in his writing introduced himself as Shaykh Dkutil.d
bin 'Abd AllLh bin ldrts al-Jhzut al-FattLni al-MalLyinut.T He is also
known as Shaykh Dawud bin Abdullah bin Senik Faftani8. Above all,
he is better known among the Malays as Tok Shaykb Darpud Fattanie
or Shaykh Darpud Patani.ra
The biographers of Shaykh Dawud al-Fattani have differed with
regard to his birthplace. At least three places are said to be his birth-
place; Kerisek, Parit Marhum and Bendang Gucir. The claim saying
that Shaykh Dawud was born in Kerisek is merely based on the opin-
ion of the majority of the people of Kerisek and the popularity of
Shaykh Dawud among them.11 It is also based on the report of Tok
Kelaba,12 a student of Shaykh Dawud, who claimed that his master
was born in Kerisek, the village that is located near the river.13
Meanwhile, another writing reported that Shaykh Dawud was born
in Parit Marhum which is located near Kerisek.la This information is
based on the report of Shaykh Muhammad Nur bin Muhammad bin
Ismail al-Fattani (d. 1.363 A.H.),15: in hts Kifkyat al-Mubtadi, a com-
mentary on Shaykh Dawud's treatise Sullam al-Mubtadt:16
"Kemudian berkata musannif (telah sempurnalah maksudfaqir ilL Allkh Ta'6li
Dauud bin Abdullah) bin Senik (Fanani), kampung ParitlT Marhum yang hampir
(daripada menterjemahkan) daripada bahasa Arab kepada bahasa Melayw akan
(Risalah yang bernama Sullam al-Mubtadt fi BayLn Tariqat al-Mwhtadi) yang
diterj emahkan daripada kitab yang mu'tabaraht.ts
("The author then said the intention of the poor Dawud bin Abdullah bin
Senik of Fattani, from the village of Parit Marhum, is fulfilled to approximate (the
meaning of) his translation, from Arabic into Malay language in the treatise named
Swllam al-Mubtadt fi BayAn Tariqat al-Muhtadi, from authentic worksi).
The last opinion concerning the birthplace of Shaykh Dawud
claimed that he was born in Bendang Gucir,le also located near Kerisek
and Bendang Gucir, within the Patani territory. This claim, in fact,
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did not receive much attention since there is no evidence or reDorr ro
supporl it. Hence, we can just note it as a mere claim.
From the opinions mentioned above, we may sum up that Shaykh
Dawud was born in either Kerisik or Parit Marhum. I am more
inclined to the view that the latter is his birthplace, for it is based on
the report of Shaykh Muhammad Nur al-Fattani whose father was
the adopted son of Shaykh Dawud. Even though different reporrs
claimed different places as his birthplace, one facr is for sure that
these places are alllocated in Patani. This implies that Shaykh Dawud
is, in fact, a man from Patani, one of the great Male.y Kingdoms of
the past.
There is no unanimity either with regard to the exact date of his
birth. Basically, there are three possible dates of his birth; 1133 A.H.,
1153 A.H. and 1183 A.H., proposed by the biographers. Shaykh
Dawud, based on the record of Hajjah Ylan Zainab binti Shaykh
Ahmad al-Fattani,2o was born in 1133 A.H. (1720 C.E.). In'another
account, Hajjah Siti Sa'udah who is the morher of Hajjah Wan
Zainab, is of the opinion that Shaykh Dawud was born in 1153
A.H. (1740 C.E.).tt Meanwhile, another reporr from Haji Nik Ishak
Tikat, another descendent of Shaykh Dawud al-Fattani stares rhar
Shaykh Dawud was born in the year 1183 A.H. (1769 C.E.).r, How-
ever, the last two opinions seem to be nullified by the report of
Haji Abdul Hamid bin Haji Abdul Qadir al-Sanawi, another de-
scendant of Shaykh Dawud who resides in Teluk Manok, in the
province of Narathi'wath, Thailand. According to him, Shaykh
Dawud died in 1297 L.H during the reign of Sultan Sharaf Arshad
Khan al-Abbas, at the age of 1,66.23 Thus, he comes to the conclusion
that Shaykh Dawud must have been born in 1131 A.H. (1718 C.E.)
which is closer to 1133 A.H.
In order to determine the date of birth of Shaykh Dawud, we are
quite certain to adhere to the agreed opinion of the biographers stat-
ing that Shaykh Dawud arrived in Makkah when he was in his twen-
ties and had the opportunity to study under Shaykh 'isl al-BarrAwi
who died in 1782 A.H. (1769 C.E.).' Considering the year of death
of al-BarrAwi, we come closer to proposingtheyear 1153 A.H. as the
birth date of Shaykh Dawud since it implies that he must nor have
been more than 29 years old while he was a srudent of Shaykh al-
Barrawi.25 This also suggests that Shaykh Dawud was a colleague of
Shaykh Abdussamad al-Falimbani (d. ca. 1800 C.E.) and Shaykh
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Muhammad Arshad al-Banjari (d. 1227 L.H./t81'2 C.E.), two other
well-known scholars of his period. According to Shaykh
Abdurrahman Siddiq, in his book, Sbajarat al-Arshadiyyah,26 Shaykh
Abdussamad studied in Makkah together with his other colleagues
from the Malay region, among whom were Muhammd Arshad al-
Banjari, Abdul \ilahhab al-Bugisi, Muhammad Nafis al-Baniari, and
Dawud al-Fattani.27
Regarding the death of Shaykh Dawud, the report of Haji Nik
Ishak Tikat states that he died in TA'if, in1263 A.H. (1847 C.E.) at the
age of 80 (if the birthdate is 1183 A.H.)" which is different from
what was reported by Haji Abd al-Hamid al-Sanawi. In order to syn-
thesize these proposals, the most important criterion to take into
account is the works of Shaykh Dawud. His works, which comprised
almost 100 titles. demonstrate that his earliest dated work was fin-
ished in 7204 A.H., while the last was in 7259 A.H.(1843 C.E.)."
Considering the date of his last work, Shaykh Dawud must surely
have died after L259 A.H. and the period of time before his death
must not have been long. The view saying that Shaykh Dawud died
in 7297 A.H. is therefore not plausible since the period o[ 22 years
after his last work seems to be so long. Considering the fact that he
had produced about 100 works within the period of 55 years (be-
tween 1204-1259 A.H.), it is inconceivable that Shaykh Dawud did
not produce any work within the period of. 22 years before he died.
Hence, we would prefer to accept the report of Haji Nik Ishak Tikat
saying that Shaykh Dawud died in 1263 L.H. (1847 C.E.) as this was
not long after his last work. This is also in line with the views of his
biographers who generally estimate that he must have died in the
middle of the 19th century. Thus, we would suggest that Shaykh
Dawud al-Fattani might had been living between the years tI53-1'263
A.H. (1740-1,847 C.E.)
Shaykh Dawud al-Fattani spent most of his life in the cities of
Makkah, Madinah and TA'if teaching and writing books for the sake
of the Muslim ummah. Shaykh Dawud died in TA'if, presently in
Saudi Arabia and was buried close the tomb of SayyidinA'Abd A[ah
ibn 'AbbAs, the cousin of the Prophet Muhammad (AllAh's blessing
and peace be upon him).30 However, according to Hajjah \flan
Sa'udah, his grave was removed by Shaykh Nik Mat Kechik, the
adopted son of Shaykh Dawud, to Makkah to prevent it from being
destroyed by the \fahhlbis.31
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His Educational Background
Shaykh Dawud al-Fattani received his first education from his
family members. He received his early Islamic education from his
father Shaykh \(an Abdullah; his grandfather, Shaykh \(an Idris;
and his uncle, Shaykh Safiuddin al-Fattani who were the religious
scholars of Patani of that time. At avery early age, he had already
memorized the Holy Qur'An, and became learned in Arabic lan-
guage as well as other Islamic sciences llke tafsir, hadith, and Arabic
literature. Later on, he was sent to receive the formal education of
that time in a traditional religious school 
-commonly termedPondok among the Malays. It is reported that he studied in Pondok
Pawb Bok in his hometown under the supervision of Shaykh
Abdurrahman bin Abdul Mubin al-Fattani, a religious scholar of
that time.12
After a period of five years studying in Patani, Shaykh Dawud
went to Aceh to broaden his knowledge of Islam under rhe super-
vision of Shaykh MuhammadZayn bin Faqih Jalaluddin al-Ashi.33
He spent about 2 years in Aceh before he traveled to Makkah and
Madinah to further his study. It has been reported that Shaykh
Dawud arrived in Makkah in the 1760s when he was in his late
tv/enties. This report is based on the fact that he had the opportu-
nity to study under Shaykh 'isl al-BarrAwi who died in 1182 A.H.
(1768 C.E.)3a Thus, the biographers inferred that Shaykh Dawud
must have gone to Makkah before the death of al-BarrAwi, that is
before 1768 C.E. As soon as he arrived in Makkah, he immedi-
ately joined the classes which were attended by other colleagues
from the Malay Archipelago. Among these students were Shaykh
Muhammad Salih bin Abdurrahman al-Fattani35, Shaykh Ali bin
Ishaq al-Fattani,36 Shaykh Abdussamad al-Falimbani,37 Shaykh
Muhammad Arshad al-Banjari,r8 Shaykh Muhammad Nafis al-
Banjari3e and many others. It is reported that Shaykh Dawud was
the youngest of these students and, thus, it gave him the opporru-
nity to consult with them after class about the lectures that he did
not understand.ao
Shaykh Dawud al-Fattani met many great scholars while studying
in the Holy City. There he was exposed to various fields of Islamic
sciences as well as various Sufi orders. Most of his teachers were schol-
ars from Egypt and three of them, at one time or another, served as
the Rector of Azhar (haykh al-azhar) of Egypt. These meetings may
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have, in fact, occurred in classes organized during their visits to the
Holy City of Makkah during the Hajj.It was the usual practice of
great scholars to remain in Makkah for a period of time after per-
forming Hajj. The Rectors o{ Azhar, who at one time or another,
taught Shaykh Dawud, are al-Barriwi (d.1182 O.".),'*t al-SharqAwt
(1150-1227 A.H.),* and al-ShanawAni (d. L233 A.H.).*' Apparently,
all these scholars had a close connection to each other particularly in
their intellectual genealogy.on
Shaykh Dawud also received instruction in various Islamic dis-
ciplines from other prominent scholars from Egypt as well as from
Haramayn. These include Shaykh Ibrlhim ibn Muhammad ibn
'Abd al-Sallm al-Ra'is al-Zamzaml al-Makki,a5 Shaykh Muhammad
Sa'id ibn Muhammad Safar ibn Muhammad ibn Amtn al-Madani
al-Hanafi,a6 Shaykh Ahmad al-Marz0qi,a7 and Shaykh Muhammad
ibn'Abd al-Karim al-SammAn.as Shaykh Dawud al-Fattani also stud-
ied under Shaykh 'AtA' AllAh, one of the Muftis of Makkah who
later granted him r.he ijizah (license) to hold classes in the Hoiy
Mosque.ae
Besides the scholars mentioned above, there are many others
claimed to be teachers of Shaykh Dawud al-Fattani. However, since
there is lack of documents and reports, further research is still needed
in order to verify their status. Among the scholars cited as having
been teachers of Shaykh Dawud are Shaykh Muhammad SAlih ibn
IbrAhim (d.1240/1825),50 Shaykh Muhammad ibn SulaymAn al-
Kurdi (d, It94/1780),51 Shaykh 'Abd al-Ghani al-HilAli,5'? Sayyid
'Abd A[Ah al-Mirghint,53 Sayyid Abi al-Fayd Muhammad Murtadl
ibn Muhammad al-Zabidi,5' and al-Sayyid SulaymAn ibn 'Umar al-
Ahdal.s5
After studying for a long time in Makkah, Shaykh Dawud was
given permission, as mentioned earlier, by his master Shaykh 'A0l'
Ailah, the Mufti of Makkah, to hold classes in the Holy Mosque of
Makkah. This permission to hold classes in the Holy Mosque'was a
great honor for scholars from outside the Arab world especially from
the Malay region. In fact, there were very few scholars from the Malay
region who were granted such permission. Shaykh Dawud lived in
Makkah and Madinah for about 40 years before he moved to TA'if,
where he spent the rest of his life.
Besides the great scholars that he met, Shaykh Dawud also had
many students especially from the Malay region. The great names
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among them are Shaykh Muhammad bin Ismail Dawud al-Fattani,
the author of the well-known work, Mada'al-Badrayn;s6 Shaykh
Abdul Halim al-Kalantani, the religious advisor ro rhe SultAn of
Kelantan, SultAn Muhammad I; Shaykh Muhammad ZaynbinMustafa
al-Fattani, the father of Shaykh Ahmad al-Fattani who brought the
works of Shaykh Dawud to print; and many orhers.st' Besides teach-
ing a number of students in Makkah, Shaykh Dawud al-Fartani also
made major contributions by writing a number of books which con-
sisted of more than 100 titles.
His Vorks
Shaykh Dawud al-Fattani was one of the most prolific scholars in
the history of the Malay Archipelago. His works are many and the
subjects he dealt with are various. His writings cover various fields of
expertise including jurisprudence, meraphysics, ethics, theology,
eschatology and history. These works mosrly comprise Malay com-
mentaries and translations of Arabic works. It is interesting to note
that even though Shaykh Dawud spenr mosr of his life in Makkah,
most of his works were written in Malay. This is because, according
to him, his works were basically meant for the Malays who do not
possess a good command of the Arabic language. Although the titles
of his works are mostly in Arabic, the subject matrer is usually elabo-
rated in Malay written in Jarai script.
The works of Shaykh Dawud al-Fattani have been copied and re-
printed from the very early days of the nineteenth cenrury down to
the present. Most of his works were originally printed in Makkah,
and later reprinted in various places including Istanbul, Cairo and
Bombay. After that, the publication of his works gradually moved
to the regional printing houses in Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia and
Thailand.5s
There are few studies on the works of Shaykh Dawud al-Fattani.
His biographers believe that he wrote over one hundred books even
though they could not list them all. This number includes printed
works as well as those that still remain in manuscript form. For in-
stance, Martin van Bruinessen in his project to collect all the Jazui
books available in this region including Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore,
and Indonesia, found only 14 works of Shaykh Dawud that are still
unprinted.se Meanwhile, the Australian Professors in Malay studies,
Virginia Matheson and M. B. Hooker successfully listed 21 books as
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being his works. According to them, L2 works are still accessible,
while the other 9 are no longer readily available in bookshops. They
remain in manuscript form and are kept in library or museum collec-
tions. They further added that there may well still be other works of
Shaykh Dawud in private hands, or in other libraries.60 Nevertheless,
two local biographers namely Ismail Che Daud and -Wan Mohd.
Shaghir Abdullah, have listed the works of Shaykh Dawud based on
materials available in their collection as well as in the collection of
Ismaic Museum of Malaysia (Muzium Islam Malaysia: MIM) and
National Ltbrary o{ Malaysia (Perpustakaan Negara Malaysia: PNM).
Ismail Che Daud successfully listed 41 titles as being the works of
Shaykh Dawud al-Fattani while estimating that there are 89 to 1'20
treatises written by him.61 On the other hand, Haji \Van Mohd.
Shaghir listed 61 works62 of Shaykh Dawud al-Fattani even though
he believed that the real number of his works is as high as 99 or L}L
treatises.6s
At this point, we will try to make necessary amendments by
compiling the bibliographical details of the lists as mentioned
above.6a The manuscript catalogues of the Perpustakaan Negara
Malaysia (PNM)65 and the Muzium Islam Malaysia (MIM)66 are
also used in our compilation. This is in order to shed some light
on many of Shaykh Dawud's writings that were unknown to ear-
lier scholars or were considered lost. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first bibliographical list of all the discovered works
of Shaykh Dawud al-Fattani.6'/ The following is the list in alpha-
betical order:
Aqidat al-JazuAhir. A Dogmatic work ('aqA'id)in poetic form
6bi'r).The date of completion is 1245 A.H. (1830 C.E.). The
manuscript in MIM is catalogued as MI 84.
Bkb al-Nik,A,6. Listed in the catalogue of books for sale in Egypt
dated 1347 A.H. (1929 C.E.) which was compiled by Shaykh
Muhammad Idris al-Marbawi, the well-known author of the Arab-
Malay dictionary "al-Qhmfis al-Marbarui".68
B,2b al-JinAryah. This work still remains in manuscript form in
MIM and is catalogued as MI 623.
4. Al-Babjar al-MardiyyaE. Its full title is al'Babjat al-Mardiyyab fi
'Lldhr Takhalluf al-Ma'mf,r.m 'an al-ImAm. The text is printed in
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the margin of Munyat al-Musllt of the same author by al-Ma'Arif
of Penang and Muhammad al-Nahdi of Bangkok. It is a small
treatise on prayer @ht) The colophon states that the work was
completed in the city of Makkah in the year 1259 A.H. (1843
C.E.) The manuscripts in MIM are catalogued as MI 19,1.26,1.36,
752, 244, 295, 359 and 72L
Al-Bahjat al-Saniyah fi al-'Aqk'id al-Saniyyab. A. Malay trans-
lation of Tahsil Nayl al-Mari.m Sharb 'Aqtdat al-'Auutkm of.
al-Sharif Ahmad al-Marzfrqi, a teacher of Shaykh Dawud al-
Fattani in Makkah. It is a treatise on theology which revolves
around the principles of belief in Islam such as belief in God,
the Prophets (also Prophet Muhammad and his family) and
Angels (Malk'ikah). The translation was completed in 1258
A.H. (1842 C.E.), and printed in Makkah in 1303 A.H. (1886
C.E.), and in Istanbul in 1306 A.H. (1889 C.E.)." It was later
reprinted at an unspecified date by Sahabat Press, Jala, Thai-
land.
Al-Bahjat al-tY/ardiyyah. Listed in the booklist of al-Maktabah al-
Fattaniiyyah, a bookshop established in the late 19th century, in
QashAshilyah, Makkah.z0It is aMalay version of 'Abd al-Rahmln
ibn 'Abd al-SalAm al-Saffriri's commentary on the Mandtmat fi
al-Tawhtd by Ahmad ibn 'Abd al-RahmAn al-Jazi'iri, printed in
Makkah I33 1..71 The full title of this work is al-Babj at al-Wardtyyab
fi 'Aqk'id Ahl al-JamA'at al-Sunniyyah which was completed in
1258 A.H. (1842 C.E.).
Baykn al-Ahkdm. This work, according to Ismail Che Daud, is
available in manuscript form in the MIM collection,
uncatalogued.t2
Bidhyat al-Hidfuiah. A Malay translation of aI-Ghazili's BidAyat
al-Hi.dA.yah. The PNM possesses its manuscript which is catalogued
as MSS 1544.
Bishhrat al-Ikhutkn bi Asbkb al-Mazat 'ali al-fmkn The treatise
was mentioned in Tok Kelaba's Hidhyat al-Sh'i\,7) the work on
eschatology completed in Makkah in t226 A.H. (1811 C.E.)za is a
translation of MawlAnA Sayyid 'Abd Allah al-MirghAni's work. It
was once printed together with Jam' al-faraA'id, also by Shaykh
Dawud al-Fattani.
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10. Buglryat al-Tulhb li-Murtd Ma'rifut al'AhkAm bi-al-tu'tukb. This
work focuses on religious observances ('ibkdab),based on com-
mentaries on NawAwi's Minbkj al'Thlibtn. Among the commen-
taries it is based on are the Mwgbnt al'Muhtdjof Khatib al-Sharbini
(d.977 A.H.), the Tuhfah of Ibn Hajar al-Haytami, r.he Nibh'yab
of Ramli, and the Fath aL\Vahhhb of Zakariyyi al-AnsAri (d. 925
A.H.). It was first published in Makkah, Egypt and Turkey, and
reprinted by al-Ma'Arif Press, Penang and Maktabah Muhammad
al-Nahdi, Bangkok. Printed in the margin of this work is a book
called Nahj al-RAghibtn zua'Sabtl al'Muttaqtnby the same author.
The manuscripts in MIM are catalogued as MI 85, 1'28,1'84 and
407.
Bulilgb al-Markm fi Kolf,lyot MuqA'ranht Takblrat al'Ihrhm' A
work on the principle of the niyyah (intention) before prayer.
This treatise is available in printed form together with Kashf al-
Kirimby Shaykh Muhammad ZaynbinFaqihJalaluddin of Aceh,
the teacher of Shaykh Dawud, and also Risklab Muqkranab by
Shaykh Dawud's student Shaykh Ismail bin Abdullah. This trea-
tise was completed in 1227 A.H. (1812 C.E.).- The manuscripts
in MIM are catalogued as MI 79, L5!,303,327 and 615; while the
PNM catalogued it as MSS 1889.
12. DiyA' al-Murtd fi Ma'rifut Kalimar al'Tawhtd. This work, accord-
ing to Prof. Tan Sri Abdul Jalil Hasan, was written during the
visit of Shaykh Dawud to Sambas, Kalimantan at the request of
Sultan Muhammad Safiuddin who was also a student of Shaykh
Dawud.i6 The text, which contains the dbikr of the ShattAriyyah
Order, is available in printed form in the margin of al'Durr al-
Tltamtn of Shaykh Dawud. The manuscripts in MIM are cata-
logued as MI 487, 622 and 668; while the PNM catalogued it as
MSS 1798.
73. Al-Durr al-Tltaminfi Aqk''id al'Mu'mintn This is the most well-
known work of Shaykh Dawud dealing with Ash'arite creed
(itiqild) The colophon stated that Shaykh Dawud completed
his work in Makkah int232 A.H. (1816 C.E.). Its earliest printed
edition were those made by Maktabah al-Misriyyah, Makkah,
and DAr IhyA' al-Kutub a1-'Arabiyyah, EgyPt. It was reprinted
by local printing houses such as al-Ma'Arif Press, Penang,
Maktabah Muhammad Nahdi, Bangkok and also Maktabah
Thaqafiyyah, Surabaya. The manuscripts in PNM are catalogued
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as MS 64,1.53 and253; while the MIM catalogued them as MI
| | /t)J ancl r+r+b.
Fath al-Mannh.n li-Safruat al-Zubad. A translation of Matn al-
Zubail7 of Shaykh Ahmad ibn RaslAn al-Dimashqi (d. 844 A.H./
1441C.8.) was completedin1,249 A.H. (1834 C.E.). It was printed
by al-Matba'ah al-Misriyyah of Makkah, in 1330 L.H' (L912
C.E.).tt The manuscript is believed to be in private hands.Te
Fatraa Berjual-beli dengan Kafi.r.It is a work on the fatwas of the
law of transaction with non-Muslims. It is available only in manu-
script form, believed to be in private hands.8o
Fark'id Fauth'id al-Fikri fi al-Imkm al-Mahdt. A translation of al-
'AllAmah al-Shaykh Mar'i ibn Y0suf's work on the issue of the
coming of ImAm Mahdi. The PNM possesses an incomplete manu-
script of this work catalogued as MS652.81
Furft' al-MasA'il zua-U$rl al'Mask'il. The major work on Law
and Theology. The book is the extraction of the FatkraA of
Shaykh Muhammad Ramli and the Kasbf al-Lithkm'an As'ilat
al-Ankm by Shaykh Husayn ibn Muhammad al-Mahalli. The
treatise was completed in Makkah in 7257 A.H. (1841 C.E.)
and was printed in Makkah in 1.332.82 A reprint of this edition
by DAr al-Kutub al: Arabiyyah of Egypt in two volumes is
widely used today. Recent editions include those by Maktabat
al-imAn, Egyp,, al-Ma'arif Press of Penang, Matba'ah
Muhammad Nahdi of Bangkok and Pustaka Nasional of
Singapore. Printed in the margin of all these editions is the
Kahsf al-Gbummab, a treatise by the same author. The MIM
possesses the manuscripts which are catalogued as MI 30,72,
747,242,258, 405, 476, 477, 478 and 594; while the PNM cata-
logued it as MSS 1688.
Ghkyat aLMarkmfi Kayfiyyat adA'al-Hajj ffi al-Islkm. The other
title of this work is Manksik. al-Hajj uta-al''Umral. It was com-
pleted in 1,229 A.H. (1814 C.E.). It is reported to have been re-
printed many times in Makkah, Egypt and Turkey, but only the
Egyptian edition is available. It was printed in 1373 A.H. (1954
C.i) Uy DAr al-Kutub al-'Arabiyyah in cooperation with 'isA al-
BAbi al-Halabi, Egypt.83
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Gh?yat al-Taqrib fi al-Irth ,u)d-al-td'stb. A treatise on the ShAfi'ite
law of inheritance farL'iq). The book was completed in Makkah
tn L226 A.H. (1811 C.E.). The local publishers have reprinted it
based on the Egyptian version of DAr al-Kutub al-'Arabiyyah.
This reprint edition is available in local bookshops in Patani, Kuala
Lumpur, Singapore and also Indonesia. The manuscripts in the
possession of the MIM are catalogued as MI 121, 727,387,391.,
48L,587,651 and 709; and the PNM has catalogued them as MSS
L543 and1747.
Hidkyat al-Muta'allirn zaa-'Umdat al-Mu'allim. Sufi maxims for
travelers on the path of God. This was completed in L244 A.H.
(1829 C.E.) in Makkah. The manuscripts in the possession of the
MIM are catalogued as MI 382 and 589.
Hikayat Laki-laki yang Salib daripada Bani Israil. This title is
listed in the booklist of al-Maktabah al-Fattaniyyah, a bookshop
established in the early 19r.h century, located in QashAshilryah,
Makkah.8a
Hukum Hayd dan ktibadah. A treatise on menstruation. This is
an incomplete manuscript believed to be in private hands.85
iaah oLnab li-Murtd at-Nikhh bi-al-Sazukb. A treatise on the
ShAfi'ite law of marriage. This book is based on rhe MinhLj al-
Tklibtn of Muhyi al-Din al-NawAwi and its commertaries. It was
completed in Makkah in 1.224 A.H. (1309 C.E.) and was printed
in Egypt by DAr al-Kutub al: Arabiryah, Egypt, and also by DAr
al-TibA'ah al-Misrilyah al-KubrA in 1348 A.H. (1930 C.E.).86 The
manuscripts in the MIM are catalogued as MI 88, II7,1,3t, t69,
194, 247, 328, 470, 586, 597, 598 and 73I; while the PNM cata-
logued them as MSS 1546, 1626 a\d L628.
'Iqd al-JaroAhir. The work presents the doctrines of the Ahl al-
Sunnah wa-al-JamA'ah in a poetic form. The manuscript in the
MIM is catalogued as MI 84.
Jam' al-FaruL'id.. This is a book of adnb dealing with the virtues
of the Holy days and months in Islam, the rights of a wife and
the education of children. It is primarily based on the tradirions
of the Prophet (God's blessing and peace be upon him), the ad-
vice of the Companions, the pious scholars and the Sufi masters.
It was completed in 1239 A.H. (1824 C.E.) and was published for
the first time in Makkah in 1303 A.H. (1885 C.E.). It was later
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reprinted by SulaymAn Mar'i of Singapore, and Muhammad al-
Nahdi of Bangkok. In the margin is al-Fautk'id a.l-BahiyyabsT of.
Shaykh Nuruddin al-Raniri, the great scholar from Aceh of LTth
century. The manuscripts in MIM are catalogued as MI 91, 350
and 351,; while the manuscripts in the PNM are catalogued as
MSS 1540 and 1781,.
Al-Jautkbir al-Saniyyah. The full title is al-Jarudhir al-Sanfiyah fi
Sharh al:Aqk'id al-Dtniyyah zua-Ahkkm al-fi.qh al-Mardiyyab zua-
Tartq al-Sulttk al-Muhamrnadiyyah. The treatise comprises three
major disciplines of Islamic sciences; kalhm, fi.qb and tauraruuf.
The book, according to Shaykh Dawud, is meant for a public
readership, especially the beginner. It was completed in7252 A.H.
(1s36 C.E.) in the city of Tl'if. The current edition is printed by
Pustaka Nasional of Singapore, and Muhammad al-Nahdi of
Bangkok. The manuscripts in the MIM are catalogued as MI20,
34, I53,213,248,363, 484, 630 and 660; while the PNM cata-
logued them as MS 152, 206 2t7, 31,6, 323, 325, 494, 496 and
1,623.
Jih?yat al-Takbtub. The title is listed in the exhibition guidebook
on Islamic Development held in Kuala Lumpur in 1980.88
Kanz al-Minan 'ali. flikam Abi Madyan A translation of a com-
mentary on the maxims of Ab0 Madyan Shu'ayb ibn al-Husayn
al-Andalusi which was completed in 1240 A.H. (1825 C.E.). The
printed edition discovered so far is the edition of al-Matba'ah al-
Misriyyah bi-Makkah al-Mahmiyyah, dated 1328 A.H. (1910
c.E.).
Kasbf al-Gbummah.Its full title is Kasbf al-Ghummab fr AhTeAl
al-MawtA fi al-Barzakh zaa-al-Qiyhmab.It. is a treatise explaining
the situation of the deceased and the condition of the Resurrec-
tion Day. It was completed in L238 A.H. (1823 C.E.) in Makkah.
The text was printed in the margin of Furfr.' al'Mask'il by the
same author. It was also printed separately in Singapore in 1347
A.H. (1928 C.E.).tt The manuscripts in the MIM are catalogued
as MI 145, I49,375, 463 and 591; while the PNM catalogued it as
MS 7744.
KayfiyyatKhatamal-Quran. A book onadab to the Holy Qur'ln.
The author also recorded the silsilah (chain of masters) of the
ShattAriyyah and the SammAniyyah Orders. The earliest printed
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edition discovered so far is by 'isA al-Babi al-Halabi, Egypt,1344
A.H. (1926 C.E.).to Another early edition is that published by
Matba'ah 'UthmAniyyah in Makkah at an unspecified date. The
text was printed together with another work entitled Fk'idah
Muhimmab Mal.kbab fi Kayfi.yyah &lLt al-Tarhrath and WaraqAt
Qalilah fi Manisik al-Hajjby Shaykh Muhammad Zayn al-Din
bin Muhammad Badawi Samawi, who is believed to be a student
of Shaykh Dawud. The MIM possesses the manuscripts which
are catalogued as MI 81.,227, 539 and 560; while the PNM cata-
logued it as MSS 1244.
Kayfiyyat al-Mubtadf.It is also listed under the title lrsbkd al-
Afhl al-Mubtadi'fn /i 'AqA'id al-Dfn rua-al-Ad'iyat al-Nkfi'at [fiJ
al-Din. This book deals with degrees of imln. It was printed for
the first time by al-Matba'ah al-Misriyyah of Makkah, in 1309
A.H. (1841 C.E.).
Kayfiyyat fulht Tarkraib. A treatise on the tarAruib prayer in the
month of Ramadkn It also deals with manners of visiting graves
according to the Prophet's tradition. In it, the author also re-
corded the chain of his Sufi masters of the ShattAriyyah and the
SammAnilyah Orders. The manuscript, which was transcribed
by Shaykh Nik Mat Kechik al-Fattani, the adopted son of Shaykh
Dawud, is believed to be in private hands.el
KifLyat al-Muhtkj fi al-Isrk' uta-al-Mi'rkj A treatise on the isrk'
and the mihk| the Prophet's journey by night from Makkah to
Jerusalem and his ascension to the highest heaven. The work was
completed in Makkah in t224 A.H. (1809 C.E.).' It has been
rendered into Malay from the Qigyh mi'rhjal-nabi by al-Ghayti
(d.1504).'3 In the margin of the work is the biographies of Prophet
Muhammad and those of other Prophets. It was reprinted by al-
Ma'irif Press of Penang, Muhammad al-Nahdi of Bangkok, and
al-Saqafiyyah Press of Surabaya all of which are based on the ear-
lier Egyptian edition printed byD)'r IhyA' al-Kutub al-'Arabilyah.
Another edition was reprinted in Bombay, tn 7298 A.H. and in
Egypt by DAr al-TibA'ah, at an unspecified date. An edition printed
by Matba'ah Dir al-Mirza Press, Singapore in 1929 C.E. is avail-
able in the library of the University of Malaya.ea The manuscripts
in the MIM are catalogued as MI I34,324,442,507,582,583,
588. 613. 674 and 696.
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Al-Manbal dl-fi.fi fi Baykn Ramz ahl al-%fi. A small treatise on
Sufism concerning the seven degrees of existence, known among
the Malays as martabat tujuh. The glossary of the Malay Sufi
technical terms is also part of this treatise. It is, perhaps, the
first glossary of Sufi technical terms to be rendered in Malay.
The only printed edition discovered so far was published by
Muhammad al-Nahdi of Bangkok, and Pustaka Aman Press,
Kelantan, both based on the third reprint, dated 1373 A.H. For
the manuscripts, the MIM catalogued them as MI 17,48, I28,
137,262,354, 414, 429, 448, 467, 504,603 and 669; while the
PNM catalogued them as MS 147(A), 188(8), 204,2A5,232, 460,
51,9, 547(L), 622, 629(L), 649(A),693, 1088, 1333, 7386 and
14es(A).
Minbkj al-'Abldtn,It is translated from MinbAj al-'Abidin o{ the
Proof of Islam, Imlm al-Ghazili, a work on Sufism. This work
was completed in Makkah,in1240 A.H. (1825 C.E.). k was printed
for the first time in Istanbul in 1305 A.H. (1887 C.E.) by Matba'ah
al-Hlj Muhammad Afandi.es The present edition is printed by
al-Ma'Arif Press of Penang and Muhammad al-Nahdi of Bangkok
based on the Egyptian edition published by Dir IhyA' al-Kutub
al-'Arabiyyah. Incomplete manuscripts are available in the library
of Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka, Malaysia (MS 59; 75 pages) and
also the National Museum in Jakarta, Indonesia (Cat.
ML77slxl.s3l).'u
MudbA.karab al-L L treatise on Sufi advices and reminders which
was completed tn t249 A.H. It was printed together with Fath al-
Mannd.n by the same author which was published by al-Matba'ah
al-Misrilyah of Makkah in 1330 A.H.eZ
Munyat al-Muslli. A well-knov/n treatise of Shaykh Dawud on
the manual of prayers based on the Qur'An and traditions of the
Prophet as well as the dicta of the 'ulamA'. The work was com-
pleted in t242 A.H. in the city of Makkah. The early edition was
printed in 1310 A.H. by al-Matba'ah al-Misriryah in Makkah.
The margin contains Risalat muhimmah pada bicara kelebihan
dan kepujian pada buat baktian pereff'tpuan bagi suaminya dan
kecelakaan pada meninggalnya dan derhakanya by Shaykh
Abdullah bin Abdurrahim Kerisik al-Fattani.e8 The present edi
tion was published by al-Ma'arif of Penang and Muhammad al-
Nahdi o{ Bangkok, the margin of which contains al-Babjat al-
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Mardiyyah by the same author. The manuscripts in the MIM are
catalogued as MI 130, I32, 736, L52, 765, 174, I75,202,205,238,
299, 302,348, 358, 392, 393, 425, 469, 5L2, 584, 585 and 727;
while the PNM has catalogued it as MS 1824.
MusazuwaddaE. A work on the sttrah of the Prophet Muhammad.
It was completed in 1234 A.H. The manuscripts in the MIM are
catalogued as MI 95, !54, 1-82, 329, 394 and 718.
Muta'allim. The text was printed in the margin of Shaykh Zayn
al-Abidin bin Muhammad al-Fattant's Mifthh al-Murid fi 'Ilm al-
Taruhidee which was printed by al-Ma'Arif of Penang and
Muhammad al-Nahdi of Bangkok, both undated. The title was
also listed in the booklist of al-Maktabah al-Fattaniiyyah, Makkah
which indicated that it was also printed in a separate book.
Nahj al-Righibtn wa Sabtl al-Muhtadtn A treatise on the law of trans-
action in Islam which was completedin1226 A.H. It was printed in
Makkah, Egypt and Istanbul. However, we only have a copy of the
reprint edition by Muhammad al-Nahdi of Bangkok which con-
tains Shaykh Dawud's Buglryat al-Tullkb printedin the margin. The
manuscripts in the MIM are catalogued as MI 195,3I4 and 480.
Nubdhab fi Bayhn Sburfrt al-Jum'ah. A work on rules and regula-
tions governing the Jum'ab prayer. The manuscript is believed
to be in private hands.loo
Qismat al-Zakkt bayn al-AmLf It conr.ains the fatwas of Shaykh
Dawud regarding the eligibility of Muslims to receive almsgiving
(zakAt) The manuscript is also believed to be in private hands.lot
Qissah NabiYusuf, A treatise on the story of Prophet Yffsuf (may
God blessed him). h was printed in Makkah by al-Matba'ah al'
Misriyyah rn L329 A.H. (1911 C.E.).tt The manuscript is avail-
able in the MIM, yet uncatalogued.
Al-Qurbah ilA AlUb. The title is mentioned as being the work of
Shaykh Dawud in Sejarah Perkembangan Ulama' Kelantan writ-
ten by Nik Abdul Azizbin Haji Nik Hasan.103
Rnalah Jaraab Persoalan. The manuscript is reported to be kept
in the MIM collection, yet uncatalogued.loa
Risalah Kelebiban Basmalah. A treatise on the virtue of reciting
the basrnalab. The manuscript in the MIM is catalosued as MI
JUJ.
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Risalah Kelebiban Hamdalah. A treatise on the virtue of reciting
the bamdalah. The text was written together with the Risalah
Kelebihan Basmalah.las
Rtsalah Ta'alluq bi-kalimat al-imkn. This title is mentioned as
being the work of Shaykh Dawud on the front page of Tkj al-
Mulil.k}a6 The MIM has a manuscript of this treatise which is still
uncatalogued.loz
Risalat al-Tariqah al-ShattAriyyah uta-al-Samminiyyab. A short
treatise on the involvement of Shaykh Dawud in the Sufi orders
of the ShattAriyyah and the Sammlniyyah. The manuscript is
believed to be in private hands.108
RtsAlat al-MasA.'il.It is reported to discuss the issues pertaining to
the Jum'ah prayer. However, the details of the treatise are un-
known.
At-Sayd. raa-al-DbabA'ih. A treatise on Islamic law concerning the
regulation on hunting and slaughtering. It was written in Makkah
and completed on \Tednesday 10th Safar, but no year is men-
tioned. The earliest printed edition discovered so far is the one
printed by al-Matba'ah al-Misrilryah of. Makkah dated t322 A.H.
It is stated to be a third edition.loe The manuscripts in the MIM
are catalogued as MI189 , 246, 388 and 449; while the PNM has
catalogued them as MSS 1620, t621. and t886.
Sullam al-Mubtadi fi BayAn lariqat al-Mubtadt. This treatise dis-
cusses the sources of religious doctrine according to the opinion
o{ the Ahl al-Sunnah wa-al-Jami'ah. It discusses also the precepts
of jurisprudence in general. The author completed this work in
1.252 A.H. in the city of Makkah. This work has been extensively
commented upon and explained in Kifiyat al'Muhtadt by
Muhammad Nur bin Muhammad al-Fattani, which contains
Sullam al-Mubtadiin the margin, published by DAr IhyA' al-Kutub
al: Arabtryah, Egypt. It was reprinted by al-Ma'arif of Penang
and Muhammad al-Nahdi of Bangkok and also Maktabah
Saqafiyyah of Surabaya. The manuscripts in the MIM are cata-
logued as MI 62, 1.1.4, t23, 133, 17 3, 17 6, 183, 224, 287, 37 3, 420,
475,675 and 688; while the PNM catalogued it as MS 1547.
Ta'ltq Lafif mimmL Yata'allaq bi-Jazuiz Ta'addud al'Jum'ah. A
treatise pertaining to the Jum'ah prayer. The author tried to ex-
plain the validity of building a new mosque to perfor mthe Jum'ah
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prayer in a town which already has a mosque to function for that
purpose. So, the problem concerned is about the validility of
holding two Jum'ah prayers at one time in one place (town). The
manuscripts in the MIM are catalogued as MI 15, 1.5L, 1.56 and
374.
Tanbib al-Gbhfi.ltn. The manuscript of this work is available in
the MIM collection, yet uncatalogued.ll0
Tarikb Patani. The documentation on the history of Patani writ-
ten by Shaykh Faqih Ali al-Fattani. Shaykh Dawud transcribed
this work and made necessary amendments to it. He also wrote
in a few pages an introduction to the work. Due to these amend-
ments, we list this work as Shaykh Dawud's work. The manu-
script of this work appears to be in a private collection.lll
Tultfat al-Ikbuhn fi Nisf Sha'bkz. A work on the virtues of the
month of Sha'bln. The manuscript of this work is believed to be
in private hands.112
Tultfat al-Rhgbibtn fi BayAn ltuqtqat imkn al-Mu'minin. A work
on theology which discussed mainly the degrees of belief and the
groups or sects ffirhd among the Muslims. The work, which is
available in manuscript form, is kept in the MIM and catalogued
as MI57 and MI 650.
Tultfat al-Rdghibtn fi Sulitk Tariq al-Muttaqfn. This is a work on
fi.qh avarlable in manuscript form. The MIM catalogued it as MI
267,318, 487, and 629.
Ward al-Zarakhir li-uall AlfkT'Iqd al-Jautdhir. A work on theol-
ogy which was completed in 1245 A.H., in Makkah. The first
edition was printed by al-Matba'ah al-Misriyyah of. Makkah in
1.332 A.H. (1914 C.E.).113 The MIM possessed the manuscripts
which are catalogued as MI 139 and 406.
IVapfuik al-Abrkr raa-Mazah'iz al-Akhyhr. A treatise on Sufism
which is reported to be translated from the work of Shaykh
Muhammad ibn 'Umar al-Ghamari al-\X/Asitt. The manuscript
of this work is believed to be in private hands.11a
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Despite of the works that can be listed above, there are some other
works and untitled manuscripts attributed to Shaykh Dawud al-
Fattani. These manuscripts are available in the Islamic Museum of
Malaysia 0IIIM) catalogued as MI 36, 75, 135,335, 395,658. In fact,
we do believe that there must be some other works of Shaykh Dawud
al-Fattani that are kept in other libraries and institutions. This needs
serious effort to identify and uncover an intellectual heritage of the
Malay-Indonesian archipelago.
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Endnotes
1. The early history of Patani refers to the Kingdom of Langkasuka which, according
to the Chinese chronicles, had existed since the 2nd century or around the year 80-
100 C.E. The location of the kingdom is believed to be in the Northeast of the
Malay Peninsula, but historians differ on the exact location of the kingdom. As a
matter of fact, the Chinese chronicles stated that Admiral Cheng Ho used to stop
in Langkasuka on his way to Ayuthaya, through the Gulf o{ Siam, in order to
warn its king not to attack Malacca. Based on this repon, we, therefore, believe
that this Langkasuka refers to Patani, the city on the Northeast coast of the Malay
Peninsula. In this connection, A. Teeuw and D.K. \ilyatt srated "Langkasuka rpas
an important trading port for Asian sailors, particularly uben mariners began to
sail directly across the Gulf of Siam front the Southernmost tip of Vietnam to the
Malay PeninsuLa uhicb often brought thent. to a landfall in the region of Patanii.
Based on these facts, Paul Wheatley and Roland Braddell agreed that the Kingdom
of Langkasuka was situated in Patani. For further discussion and examples upon
this issue, see A. Teeuw and D.K. Wyarr, Hikayat Patani Qhe Story of Patani), 2
volumes, (fhe Hague: Koniklijk Institut Voor Taal, 1970). See also Mohd. Zamben
A. Malek, Umat Islam Patani: Sejarab dan Politik (Shah Alam: Penerbit Hizbi,
1993), 1-22. Cf. Ahmad Fathy al-Fatani, Pengantar sejarah Patani (Alor Setar:
Pustaka Darussalam, 1994), 3-1,A.
2. rVhat is important, to them, is to preach the message of Islam to Muslims. That is
why we find many of anonymous manuscripts and even published works in which
the author simply introduces himself as a l-faqir ua-al-haqtr il|AllAb Abd Rabbihi,
or, in Malay, hamba Allah yang teramat rniskin lagi hina, that is the poor and
destitute servant of God.
3. For example, Majalah Dian and Pengasuh seem to pay more attention to the early
Malay scholars who contributed greatly to intellectual development in the history
of the Malay Archipelago. Both journals are published by Syarikat Dian Sendirian
Berhad, Kota Bharu, Kelantan and Majlis Ugama Islam dan Adat Istiadat Melayu
Kelantan, Kota Bharu, Kelantan, respectively.
4. See P. Voorhoeve, "Dawtd al-FanAni" EI2, 2(1983): 183. The contribution of
Shaykh Dawud has also attracted the attention of orientalists, C. Snouck Hurgronje
and R. O. tVinstedt. Hurgronje, for example, reported about the wide use of
Shaykh Dawud's works in the Holy City of Makkah in the 18th and 19th centu-
ries. The work, according to him, was first printed in Istanbul where it received a
grant from the Ottoman Government. It, then, was reprinted so many times in
many countries like Egypt, India and the countries of the Malay region. Mean-
while, Winstedt in his work listed some works of Shaykh Dawud which were
widely read and studied among the Malays. In fact, both orientalists provided us
more on the influence of Shaykh Dawud's works among the Malays, but less
attention was paid to the biography o{ the author. See R. O. tWinstedt, "The
History of Classical Malay literature" (Kuaia Lumpu r: MBRAS, no.72),105; and C.
Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka in the later part of the 19th century (Leiden: E. J. Brill,
1970),287.
5. See, for example, \fan Mohd. Shaghir Abdullah, Syeikb Daud bin Abdullah al-
Fatani: Ulama dan Pengarang Terulung Asia Tenggara (Shah Alam: Penerbit
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Hizbi, 1990); Ismail Che Daud, "Syeikh Daud al-Fatani (1769-1847), in Tokob-
tokoh Ulama Semmanjung Melayu (1), ed. Ismail Che Daud (Kota Bharu: Majlis
Agama Islam dan Adat Istiadat Melayu Kelantan, 1988).
6. \Wan Mohd. Shaghir, Syeikh Daud,9. Cf. Ismail Che Daud, Syeikb Daud al-Fatani,
3.
7. Al-JAzt,i relers to one who speaks and writes in Malay, whrle al-Fathni refers to one
who resides in the state of Patani on the Northeast coast of the Malay Peninsula,
and al-Maliluutii refers to Malay, his racial group.
8. See Muhammad Nur bin Muhammad bin Ismail al-Fattani, KifAyat al-Muhtadi
pada Menerangkan Sullam al-Mubtadi (N.p.: DAr al-Fikr, 1351 A.H.), 386.
9. See Yusu{ Zaki Yaacob, "Sastera Islam di Malaysia", Majalah Dian,72 (1971):9.
10. See M. B. Hooker, Islamic Lau in South-East Asz (Singapore: Oxford University
Press, 1984),32.
1 1. Van Mohd. Shaghi r, Syeikh Daud, 20.
12. He is Shaykh Muhammad Husayn ibn Abd al-Latif al-Kalabavri al-Fatani. He is
known to have transcribed a lot of Shaykh Dawud's works. He is reported to
possess 30 works of Shaykh Dawud, in manuscript form, in his personal collection.
See Van Mohd. Shaghir Abdullah, "Sejarah ringkas Syeikh Daud bin Abdullah al-
Fatani dan Karya-karyanya". Paper presented arthe Nadzaah llrniab Tokoh Ulama
Peringkat Kebangsaan Kali Keempat (Syeikb Daud Abdultah al-Fatani), BAHEIS,
Kuala Lumpur, 17-19 Desember L997,20-27.
13. Tok Kelaba stated this in the form of a poem on the cover page of the manuscript
o{ Shaykh Dawud's HidAyat al-Mua'allim. The transcription of this manuscript
was done by Tok Kelaba himself. See the facsimile o{ this page in \Wan Mohd.
Shaghir, Syeikh Daud, 83.
14. Ismail Che Daud, Syeikh Daud al-Fatani,3.
15. He is the great-grandnephew of Shaykh Dawud al-Fattani. His father, Shaykh
Muhammad bin Ismail al-Fattani, or better known as Shaykh Nik Mat Kecik, is
the grandnephew and adopted son of Shaykh Dawud al-Fattani. See Ahmad Fath
al-Fattani, "Rumpun Keiuarga Ulama Fattanl", Pengasuh (|uly-Aug. 1992): 1,6.
16. Printed in the margin of Kiffu'at al-Muhtadtby DAr al-Fikr, undated.
17 . The text reads Parik, Marhum instead o{ Parit Marhum.
18. Muhammad Nur, Ki/iryat al-Muhtadt, 386.
19. Abduliah al-Qari, "Pujangga Syeikh Daud Fatani", Majalah Dian 70 (1967): 131.
20. Shaykh Ahmad ai-Fattani is known to have played an important role in bringing
the Maiay works including those of Shaykh Dawud's to the printing press. In fact,
he was entrusted by the Turkish government to be the supervisor of the Malay
press in Makkah. See Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka,286.
21. See !flan Mohd. Shaghir, Sejarah Ringhas Syeikh Daud, 4.
22. See Ismail Che Daud, Syeikh Daud al-Fatani,4
23. See Haji 'Abd al-Hamid bin Haji 'Abd al-QAdir al-SanAwi, Risalab Bahasan
Niat Sembalryang as cited in Van Mohd. Shaghir, Sejarab Ringkas Syeikh Daud,
8-9.
24. See Azyumardi Azra, Jaringan Ulama Timur Tengah dan Kepulauan Nusantara
abad XWI dan XWII @an&tng: Mizan, 1995),262.
25. See Faudzinaim Hj. Baharuddin, "Syeikh Daud al-Fatani: Sebuah Kajian Khusus
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terhadap Kitab Manbal al-\Lfi". Paper presented at the Seminar Penyelidikan
Dalam Pengajian Islam,Faktlti Pengajian Islam, Universiti Kebangsaan Malay-
sia, Bangi, 20 Desember, 1997,2-4. See also Azyumardi Azra, Jaringan ulama,
261-262.
26.'Lbd al-RahmAn Siddtq ibn Muhammad'Afif ai.Banjari, Shajarat al-Arsbadiyyah
(Singapore: Matba'at al-Ahmadiyyah, 1334 A.H.)
27. See \Wan Mohd. Shaghir Abdullah, Syeikb Abdus Shamad Palembang Ulama Sufi
dan Jihad Dunia Melayu (I(uaia Lumpur: Khazanah Fathaniyah, 1996), 34-35.
28. See Ismail Che Daud, Syeikh Daud al'Fatani,32.
29. Ve are of adifferent opinion to P. Voorhoeve who had suggested that the earliest
dated work of Shaykh Dawud was finishedin 1224 A.H./1810 C.E. and the latest
in 1259 L.H./ 1843 C.E., but did not give any title of the works that he claimed. In
fact, we discover that the earliest dated work of Shaykh Dawud was finished in
1204 A.H. entitled Kifiryat al-Muht,ij fi kri' ua-al-Mi'rhjbased on the manuscriPt
(Ml 674) in the possession of the Islamic Museum of Maiaysia (MIM). See Engku
Ibrahim Ismail and Osman Bakar (eds.). Bibliografi manuskrip klam di Muzium
kkm Makysi.a (K.uala Lumpur: Akademi Penga.jian Melayu, Universiti Malaya
dan Bahagian Hal Ehwal Islam, Jabatan Perdana Menteri, 1992), 80' Cf. P.
Voorhove, EI2 2 (1983): 183.
30. See Ismail Che Daud, Syeikh Daud al-Fatani,33. Cf. \fan Mohd. Shaghir, Syeikb
Daud. 24.
31. This is due to the penchant of the Wahabis to eradicate Bid'ah, thar is all practices
in religion regarded as innovations. One of them was to eradicate the belief in the
miracles (karhmah) of the saint (taal). See !flan Mohd' Shaghir, Syeikh Daud, 24.
32. Shaykh Dawud al-Fattani had recorded his early education in Patani in a poem in
his transcripti on of Biddyat al'Hid"Ayah of Shaykh Muhammad Zayn bin Faqih
JalAl al-Din of Aceh. Cited from Van Mohd. Shaghir Abdullah, Munyat al-Musalli
Syeikb Daud al-Fatani: Pengetaltuan Sembahyang Masyhur (Kuala Lumpur:
Khazanah Fathaniyah, 199 l), 22-23.
33. The well-known scholar from Aceh who lived during the time of Sultan Alauddin
Mahmud Shah (1174-1195 A.H.). His famous works which are srtllextantare Bidilat
at-Hid)ryah, a well-known commentary of al-santsi's Umm al-Barkhtn, and Kasbf al-
Kirknr. Both works were written during his stays in Makkah in 1170 A.H./1757
C.E. and 1171 L.H./1758 C.E. See Azyumardi Lzra, Jaringan ukma,261,'
34. Ibid., 26r-262.
3 5 . He is the son of Shaykh 'Abd al-Rahmin ibn 'Abd al-Mubtn al-Fattani who was rhe
first master of Shaykh Dawud while he studied in Pondok Pauh Bok, in Patani.
36. A Sufi master who introduced the ShattXriyyah Order to Shaykh Dawud and
conferred the licence QjLzah)of this Order on him.
37 . The noted scholar and the author of Sayr al-Silikin and Hidiryat al-SLlikin in
which he enlarged and commented upon al-Ghazali's llryi.' 'ulfrm al-Din and BklA'yat
al-Hidlyah respectively. These works are extant.
38. This pious scholar is known for his masterpiece, Sabtl al-Muhtadln, a commentary
on Rintri's Sirit al-Mustaqin, the oldest known Malay treatise on IsiamicJurispru-
dence. Both works are extant and printed together by the Muhammad al-Nahdi
Press, Bangkok, undated.
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39. The pious Sufi master whose work, al-Durr al-Nafis, is regarded as containing rhe
high level discussion on Sufism. The work, which is extant, is published by many
localpublishers like Muhammad al-Nahdi of Bangkok and al-Ma'Arif Press of Penang,
both undated.
40. See Azyumardi Azra, laringan Ulama,26l. Cf .Ismail Che Daud, Syeikh Daud al-
Fatani,9.
41. He is Shaykh 'isX ibn Ahmad ibn 'isA ibn Muhammad al-Zubayri al-BarrAwi al-
ShAfi'i al-QAhi ri a!-Lzhari, better known as al-Barriwi, a learned ImAm and pious
jurist. He was born and grew up in Cairo. He is reported to have memorized the
Qur'An and the Hadith and swdiedfi.qb under his father. He studied theology and
became proficient and expert in it and also rhe fiqh of al-ShAfi'i. After the death of
his father, he succeeded him and became famous, and he was ranked among the
best scholars of his time. He died suddenly in TantX, where he had gone to visit the
shrine of Sidi Ahmad al-Badawi, on \Tednesday, the third of Rabi' al-Awwa1, 1182
A.H. He wrote many books, the most famous of which are al-Taysir li-Hall ALfiz
al-Jhmi' al-Saghir and Hisbiyah 'ali Sharh Jauharat al-Tau.,htd li-Ibrihim al-
Laqhni. Even though Shaykh al-BarrAwi spent almost all of his life in Cairo, he
frequently visited Haramayn in order to perlorm Hajj andar rhe same time to heid
classes with his students there. This opportunity was raken by Shaykh Dawud to
acquire knowledge from him in the sciences of hadtth,fiqh aswellas kalLm. In fact,
his chain of masters in theology connects him to the major scholars in this field like
'Abd A[ah al-Basri, 'A1A' al-Din al-BAbili, Shams al-Din al-Ramli and Z akariyy\al-
AnsAri. See Al-Jabarti, 'AjA'ib al-Athar fi al-Tarijim al-Ahhbkr, translated into
English as Abd al-Rabmin al-Jabarti\ History of Egpt, eds. Thomas Philipp and
Moshe Perlmann, 4 in 2 vols. (Stuttgart:Franz Steiner, 7994), l: 699; al-Zarkali,
al-A'lkm: Qimils TarLjim li-Ashhar al-Rijil u.,a-al-NisA.' min al-'Arab zoa-al-
Musta'mirin ua-al-Mustashriqtn, S vols. (Beirut: DAr al-'Ilm lil-MalAyin, 8th ed.,
1990), 5: 100.
42. He is Shaykh 'Abd A[ah ibn HijAzi ibn IbrAhim al-ShAfi'i al-Azhari, known as al-
SharqAwi, the most learned scholar, grammarian and jurist, and the Rector of
Azhar. He was born around 1150 A.H. (1737 C.E.) in the town of Tawila in
SharqiyA Bilbays near al-Qurayn, where he was brought up. It is reported that he
had already memorized the Qur'An before he wentto al-Lzhar, the place where he
studied under m^fly great scholars like al-Malawi, al-Jawhari, al-Damanhriri and al-
SaqqAt, the man from whom he studied al-Muroatta'.Finally, he mastered the Sufi
path of Shaykh Mahmrid al-Kurdi. He wrote in many fields of Islamic sciences i.e.
fi.qh, kalim and tasarauuf, He wrote many works which are indicative of his
excellence, including his glosses to the Tahrir and a commentary on rhe poetry of
YahyA al-'Amriti and a commentary on al-'Aqi'id al-Mashriqiyyab, a short com-
mentary on halim,fiqh, and asauzauf, well known in DAghistAn, a commentary
on the Rkhkb of 'Abd al-FattAh al-'Adili on theology, and a synopsis o I al-5..!ami'ilt
with commentary, a treatise on the words "There is no god but Godi, inother
treatise on a legal question inJam'al-JaraAmi', acommentary on dl.Hiham, and al-
lVashyh al-Kurdiyyah fi al-Tasarazauf, a commentary on al-Bakri's \Vird Sahar, a
synopsis of al-Mughntfial-Nahza. Healsocompiledthebiographiesof someof the
early and modern ShAfi'i jurists, in which he took the information from al-Subki's
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and al-Isnawi's al-Tabaq,it al-ShLfi"yyoh. His most popuiar works among the Malays
are al-Sharq).tat'ali. al-HudhudA, a commentary of al-Sanirsi's Umm al'Barihtn
and al-Sbarq,|ui 'alI al-Tahrtr. The work which is widely used in the Malay region
especially in traditional Islamic schools, was first published in Egypt by DAr al-
Kutub. It was reprinted many times by local publishers like Muhammad al-Nahdi,
Bangkok and DAr al-Ma'Arif, Penang, both undated. The work is still available in
the bookshops in Malaysia and Patani. He died on Thursday, the second of ShawwXl
1,227 A.H. (1812 C.E.) in Cairo, and was buried in the tomb he built for himself in
BAb al-Barqiyyah. See al-Jaba rti, 'Ajk'ib al'Athar, 4:227-228.
43. He is Shaykh Muhammad ibn 'Ali al-ShanawAni al-Shifi'i al-Azhari, the jurist,
grammarian and logician. He was appointed as the Rector of Azhar right after the
death of al-SharqAwi even though he declined to accept the position in order to give
way to other candidates who were better than him. He studied jurisprudence in the
classes of Shaykh 'dsA al-Barriwi, from whom he received the ijAzah. Shaykh al-
Shanawlni's lessons were of great benefit to his students at the mosque known as
al-FAkahAni, near his residence at Khushqadam. He was a well-mannered person,
humble and self-effacing, but cordial to everyone. He would ro11 up his sleeves to
work, sweeping the mosque and lighting the lamps. He died on'Wednesday, the
24th of Muharram 7233 A.H. (Dec. 4,1817 C.E.) and was buried in al-MujAwirin
Cemetery. Among his compositions are his excellent glosses, well known to stu-
dents, on the commentary by Shaykh 'Abd al-SaiAm on al-Jazaharab. In fact,
Shaykh Dawud had the opportunity to xudy f'qh and kalhm during his stay in
Makkah. See al-Jabarti, 'Aji'ib al-Athar, 4: 414.
44. 'Abd al-Rahmln al-Jabarti in his work Aji'ib al-dthar fi al'TarAjim al'AkhbAr had
lucidly recorded the intellectual geneology among the Egyptian scholars Particu-
larly those who graduated from and later served in al-Azhar as the professors and
even the Rectors of Azhar. See Al-Jabartt, 'Ajh'ib al-Atharfi al-Tarijim al-Akhbkr,
translated into English as Abd aLRahmin al'Jabarti\ History of Eg,pt' eds. Tho-
mas Philipp and Moshe Perlmann, 4 in 2 vols. (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner, 1994).For
the history oI al-Lzhar as well as the list of the Rectors of Azhar, we may also see
Bayard Dodge, Al-Azhar: A Millenium of Muslim Learning (\ilashington D-C.'
The Middle East Institute, Memorial Edttion, 1974).
45. He was born in Makkah in 1110 A.H. (1698 C.E.). He studied under many great
scholars of his time like Ibn 'Aqilah, Shaykh 'ABA' A[ah al-Misri, Sayyid 'Abd
AllAh al-MirghAni and many others. Al-Jabarti reported that his master, Sayyid
'Abd al-RahmAn al-'Aydarirs had authorized al-Zamzami to perform the dbikrin
the manner of the Naqshabandilyah Order and to compose a treatise on his behalf
entitled al-Bayin ua-al-Ta'lim li'Muttabi'Millah lbribtm, in which he mentioned
his line of ascription. Meanwhile, Sayyid Musta{A al-Bakri, a student of al-Jabarti's
father, granted al-Zamzami authorization for the Khalwatiyyah Order and made
him substitute to open dbikr meetings. In {act, he was also known as a book iover
in which he had acquired precious books in all the sciences, but unfortunately, after
his death, his children broke up the collection and sold them off cheaply. See al-
Jabarti, Aj|'ib al-Athar,2: L75.
46. He was a resident of Makkah and teacher in its sacred territory, a great scholar and
distinguished jurist. He had studied jurisprudence under a number of Makkan
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authorities and hadith under Shaykh Muhammad ibn 'Aqtlah and Shaykh Tij al-
Din al-Qaf i and their contemporaries. He also studied hadith in Madinah with
Shaykh Abri al-Hasan al-Sindi al-Kabir. Shaykh Muhammad Sa'id came to Cairo in
ll74 L.H. (1760 C.E.), then to Turkey via Aleppo, where he lectured on hadith
before the local 'ulamk'. He then returned to the Haramayn and took up residence
in Madlnah. He continued living a pious life of worship and teaching until his death
tn 7192 A.H. (1760 C.E.). He wrote many books like alArba'at al-Anharfi Madh
al-nabi al-Mukhtir. See al-Jabarti, 'Aj|'ib at-Athar,2: 54. Meanwhile, Shaykh Dawud
was reported to have been exposed to the Hanafite school of law through him.
However, Shaykh Dawud is known to have been inducted into the ShattAriyyah
Order by him based on what has been recorded by Shaykh Dawud himself in his
book, Kayfiat khatam Qur'i.n In addition, Shaykh Dawud had also studied theol-
ogy under him which demonstrates another chain of masters of Shaykh Dawud in
relation to his study with al-BarrAwi and al-ShanawAni. See \Wan Mohd. Shaghir,
Syeikh Daud,35-4Q.
47 . His full name, as recorded by Shaykh Dawud in his book, al-Bahjat al-Saniyyah, is
al-Sayyid Ahmad a1-Marz0qi ibn al-Marhirm al-Sayyid al-sharif Muhammad
Ramadln al-Hasani wa al-Husayni, which indicated that he was a descendent of the
Prophet Muhammad (Alllh's blessing and peace be upon him). It is also reported
that Shaykh Dawud al-Fatani studied the M ahkir.e fiqh as well as rhe badttb from al-
Marzriqi. However, it seems that his influence upon Shaykh Dawud is mostly in
theology in which Shaykh Dawud made a commentary in Maiay on al-Marz0qi's
work, Tahsil Nayl al-Markm li-BayLn manzilmat Aqtdat al-'Arurahm, and named
ir, al"Bahjat al-Saniyyab fi al-'Aqi'id al-Saniyyah. See al-Bahjah al-Saniyah [ala:
Sahabat Press, n.d.), 2.
48. The Madinah scholar andthe chief of the SammAniyyah Order. Shaykh al-SammAn
was born in Madinah in 1130 A.H. (1718 C.E.) and brought up by his father. His
father had sent him on business in Cairo, but heheld a dbikr service in the Husayni
Mosque and later was the focus of much attention. He then returned to Madinah.
Upon his father's death, he succeeded him as the Shaykh of the Order. He contrn-
ued in his way until he died at the age of 80, on the fourth of Dhu'l-Hijjah of the
year 7789 A.H. (1775 C.E.). See al-Jabarti, 'Aji'ib al-Athar, 7: 7QQ. He was very
influentiai among scholars of the Malay region like Shaykh 'Abd al-Samad aI-
Falimbani and Shaykh Muhammad Nafis al-Banjari who were the leading preach-
ers of the SammAniyyah Order in the Malay world. Even though Shaykh Dawud
did study under al-Sammin, there is no record saying that he received the ijizah of
this Order directly from al-SammAn, but rather received it from Shaykh Ali bin
Ishaq al-Fattani who in turn received it from Shaykh Muhammad Salih ibn Abd al-
Rahman al-Fattani. Both were the seniors of Shaykh Dawud in the circle of the
Sammanilyah Order. For a brief discussion about the historical background of this
tariqah as well as its influences in the Malay world, see Martin Van Bruinessen,
Kitab Kuning Pesantren, dan Tarikat: Tradisitradisi Islam di Indonesia (Bandtng:
Pustaka Mizan, 1995), 55-87.
49. He was Shaykh 'Atl' AIIAh ibn Ahmad ibn 'AtA' AllAh ibn Ahmad al-Azhari aI-
Makki (d. ca. 1186 A.H./1772 C.E.), the jurist, grammarian, logician and Sufi. He
' was born in Cairo and received his education in al-Azhar. He then lived in Makkah
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and became a distinguished ShAfi'ite Mufti there. He wrote many books in varrous
sciences among them Nlbat al-Jfid fi lVahdat al'IVujild, Mantiq al'HAdir u;a-al'
Bidt, Nihiyat al-'Arab fi Sharh Lkmiyah al-'Arab, and many others. Most of his
books were published in Cairo by Dir al-Kutub. See al-Zirikli, QAmils Tari'jim,4:
236.
50. His name is Muhammad ibn Silih ibn lbrAhim al-Zubayri 0188-1240 A.H./1774-
1825 C.E.), a ShAfi'ite jurist. He died in Makkahin D4A A.H./1825 C.E. He wrote
many books especially on the fqh of ShAfi'i ltke al-Fati.ui and Fayd al'Malik al-
AllLm.Thelatter work has been explained in commentary entrledlrshkdal-Ankm
ili Sbarh Fayd al-Malik al-Allimby al-Bawikh (d.1244 A.H./1'828 C.E.), printed in
Cairo in 1876 C.E. See al-Zirikli, Qhmil.s Tarkjim, 6: 163; and GAL S 11, 809.
51. He was born in Damascus rn 1.127 L.H./171'5 C.E., but grew up in Madinah. He
was a well-known ShAfi'ite jurist of the HijAz who later was appointed as the Mufti.
He wrote many books such as al-Fathtok, Fath al-Qadtr biJkhtisir Muta'allaqht
Nusuk al-Ajtr, al-Hauksht al-Madaniyyah 'ali Sharb Ibn Hajar, and many more.
See al-Zirikli Qkmfrs Tanijim,6: 152; and GAL 11,389. It is reported that he was
also a teacher of Shaykh Abdussamad al-Falimbani. See lVan Mohd. Shaghir, Syal,€b
Abdus Shamad, 40.
52. It is reported that he was the Shaykb al-klim of Makkah as well as rhe Imhm al-
Haramayn. Besides Shaykh Dawud, he is also a teacher of Shaykh Abdussamad al-
Falimbani and Shaykh Muhammad Arshad al-Banjari. See, Syeikh Abdus Shamad
Palembang 38. Cf. \fan Mohd. Shaghir Abdullah, Sheikh Muhammad Arshad al-Ban-
jari: Pengarang Sabil"al Muhudin. (I(uala Lumpur: Khazanah Fathaniyah, 1990), 14.
53. He is 'Abd AliAh al-Mahjfib ibn IbrXhim al-Mirghani, a Sufi master of Makkah and
the founder of the Mirghaniyyah Order. He died in FA'if in 1207 A.H. / 1792 C.E.
It is reported that Shaykh Dawud al-Fattani received rhe vtirid husn al-khhtimab
together with Shaykh Abdussamad al-Falimbani from al-Mirghani. GAL 11,386; S
II, 523. See also \Wan Mohd. Shaghir, Syeikh Abdus Shamad, 4Q.
54. He was Shaykh Abri al-Fayd al-Saryid Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn Muhammad
ibn'Abd a!-Razziq, known as MurtadA al-Husayni al-Zabidi al-Hanafi. He was
born in the year 1145 A.H. (1732-33 C.E.) and grew up in his town. He traveled
in search of learning and made the pilgrimage to Makkah several times where he
met Shaykh 'Abd Ailah al-Sindi and Shaykh 'Abd AilAh al-Saqqif. He studied
jurisprudence with Shaykh'Abd Allah al-MirghAni and sufism with Saryid'Abd
al-Rahmin al-'Aydarfis in Makkah, vrho later had granted him authorization to
teach. He settled in TA'if after having gone to Yaman and returning in the year
1166 A.H. (1752-53 C.E.). His major and well-known work is the commentary on
the Qi.mfrs entitled Tkj al-'Arirs. See al-Jabarti, Qkmils Tarkjim,2: 322-346. This
name is mentioned as a teacher to Shaykh Dawud al-Fattani and Shaykh Abdussamad
al-Falimbani by Shaykh Yasin of Padang in his book Tasnif al-Asmi'. See \(an
Mohd. Shaghir, Syeikb Abdus Sbamad, 41.
55. He was Sulaymin ibn YahyA ibn'Umar al-Ahdal,the muhaddith andgrammarian
from Yaman. He wrote some books such as al-Nafs al'Yamani and al-Azhariyyah
ua Sbarhub| ua Sharh al-Ajrilmiyyah in which the latter had been used by him to
teach Shaykh Dawud Arabic grammar. See al-Zirikli, Qimils TarAjim,3: 138;
Bruinessen, Kitab kuning 56; and !flan Mohd. Shaghir, Munyat al-Musalli,23'24.
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56. The work was written in JawA script and completed in the Holy City of Makkah
in 1303 A.H. It is well known among the people in the Malay region and is still used
in the traditional schools as well as in the mosques. It has been printed so many
times by regional publishers like Muhammad a1-Nahdi of Bangkok and al-Ma'irif
of Penang, both undated.
57.Van Mohd. Shaghir Abdullah had listed at least 22 names as the students of
Shaykh Dawud al-Fattani. For the fuil list of these names as well as their biographi-
cal background, see \(an Mohd. Shaghir, Syeikh Daud,42'5A.
58. For the history of the printing press of the/aTol books, see Hasan Madmarn, The
Pondoh and Madrasah in Patani @angi: Penerbit Universiti Kebangsaan Malay-
sia,7999),52-54. See also Bruinessen, Kitab kuning,736.
59. He has collected about 900 works of Jawi script that are still available in the
bookshops in the Malay region. These works cover various disciplines of Islamic
sciences in various languages such as Arabic, Malay, Jawa, Sunda, Madura, and
Aceh. These works are now kept in a special collection in the library of KITLV,
Leiden. See, Bruinessen, Kitab kuning 131-171.
60. See Virginia Matheson and M.B. Hooker, "Jawi literature in Patani: The Mainte-
nance of an Islamic rraditioni,JMBRA.S, 61: 1 (1988): 21.
61 . His list, besides his own collection, is based on the collection in the Muzium Islam
Malaysia (MIM) particularly the works which still remain in manuscript form. See
Ismail Che Dard, Syeikh Daud al-Fatani,20-29.
62. Wan Mohd. Shaghir is known as a collector of Malay manuscripts. It aPPears to us
that his list is based on his personal collection as well as the works that are in the
possession of the Perpustakaan Negara Malaysia (PNM). See \7an Mohd. Shaghir,
Syeikh Daud, 55-92.
53. He based his claim on the report of his mother Hajjah \ilan Zainabwho said that
the total number the treatises of Shaykh Dawud was 99 as reflected in the 99
Names of God. Meanwhile, a report from Hajj 'Abd al-QAdir Sena, in his book
Risalab Bahasan Niat Sernbalryang, stated that there are 101 treatises of Shaykh
Dawud. See 'Wan Mohd. Shaghir, Munyat al-Musalli,22-23.
64. The list of Haji Wan Mohd. Shaghir's Syeikh Daud; Ismail Che Daud's Syeikh
Daud al-Fatanl; and Matheson's Jarai Literature.
65. See Katalog Induk Manuskrip Melayu di Malaysia: Siri Bibliografi' Manuskrip no.
10 (Kuala Lumpur: Perpustakaan Negara Malaysia pNM), 1993);Manuskrip Melayu
koleksi Perpustakaan Negara Malaysia: Satu Katalog Ringkas (Kuala Lumpur:
Perpustakaan Negara Malaysia,1987); and Manuskrip Melayu koleksi Perpustakaan
Negara Malaysia: Satu Katalog Ringkas (fambahan Ketiga) (Kuala Lumpur:
Perpustakaan Negara Malaysia (PNM), 1997).
66. Engku Ibrahim Ismail and Osman Bakar (eds.), Bibliografi' Manuskrip klam di
Muzium Malaysia (ualaLumpur: Akademi Pengajian Melayu, Universiti Malaya,
dan Bahagian Hal Ehwal Islam Malaysia, Jabatan Perdana Menteri, 1992).
67. It is imponant to note here that this survey will mainly cover the works of Shaykh
Dawud, panicularly the manuscripts, that are availabie in Malaysia oniy. lVhile the
works available outside Malaysia will be noted. According to P. Voorhoeve, there
are some manuscripts of Malay works by Shaykh Dawud al-Fattani in Cambridge
(Scoth. Co11.), Jakana, Leiden and London (R A.S) but none of them are published.
See E12,2 (1983): 183.
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58. Shaykh al-Marbawi had listed this work in the catalogue known as Faharas harga
kitab di kedai Melayu di dalam Mesir bagi tahun 1347 HijraD. The work was also
listed in Katalog kitab/daftar harga tahun 1923 Masihi which was sold in the
Bookshop of Haji Muhammad SirAj in Singapore. See Ismail CheDaud, Syeikh
Daud al-Faani, p. 27 , footnote 20.
69. This edition (in poor condition) is kept in the Museum Nasional Jakarta. See
Matheson, Jazai Literature, 61.
70. The list contained/zzol books which were sold in the city of Makkah during that
period. This booklist was printed in the last page of al-Fattani's translation of Kanz
al-Minan'alLHikamAbtMadyan, which was printed by al-Matba'ah al-Misriyyah,
Makkah, 1328 A.H.
71.. See E12,2 (1983): 183.
72. See Ismail Che Daud, Syeikh Daud al-Fatani, p.28, footnore 24.
-r Yl'l ^-f73. Ibrd., p. 2/ footnote 19.
74. It appears that the manuscript is kept in the private collection of Hj. \fan Mohd.
Shaghir. See Wan Mohd. Shaghir, Syeikb Daud,62.
75.[bld..71.
76. As cited by Ismail Che Daud in his Syeikh Daud al-Fatani, 74.
77. Its full name is Matn al-Zubad fi 'Ilm al-Fi.qh 'ali. Madhbab al-Imdm al-SbLfi';
(Beirut : Mu' assasat al-Kutub al-ThaqAfiyyah, 1 9 86).
28. This edition, which is considered rare, is kept in Madrasah IhyA' 'U10m al-Din
(Pondok Utan Tua, near Narathiwath). See Matheson, Jaui literature, 61.
79. See \Van Mohd. Shaghir, Syeihb Daud,83-85.
80. Ibid.,92.
81. \Wan Mohd. Shaghir Abdullah, "Pendokumentasian karya-karya Syeikh Daud bin
Abdullah al-Fatani yang belum pernah dicetaki, Jurnal Dezaan Bahasa (I.{ov. 1990):
850-86 1.
82. See Ismail Che Daud, Syeikh Daud al-Faani, 13.
83. rbid.,31.
84. supra n. Z0 above.
85. See '!Van Mohd. Shaghir, Syeikh Daud,93.
86. This work, according to P. Voorhoeve, is a popular treatise on marriage law litho-
graphed in Singapore in 1287 A.H. (1871 C.E.) while C. Snouck Hurgronje
referred to it as a hand-book on the marriage-law anonymously published in
Constantinople. See Matheso n, Jarai literature, 183; and Hurgronje, Mekka,287.
87. The other title of this treatise ts Hadiyyat al-Habtbfi al-Targbib zoa-al-Tarhib. See
Syed Muhammad Naquib al-Attas, A Commentary on the Hujjdt dl-Sfuldtq of Nitr
al-Dtn al-Rintri (I(uala Lumpur: Ministry of Culture Malaysia, 1986),25.
88. See Ismail Che Daud, Syeikh Daud al-Fatani, p.27 foornore 21.
89. See Mohd. Nor bin Ngah, Kitab Jatai: Islamic thougbt of the Ma[ay Muslim scbol-
ars. (Singapore: n. p., 1982),24.
90. See Ismail Che Datd, Syeikh Daud al-Fatani,9.
91. See Wan Mohd. Shaghir, Syeikh Daud,68.
92. The work was previously believed to have been complete d h 1224 L.H. However,
we discover that the work was actually completed in 1204 A.H. based on the
manuscript (MI67 4) of the Musium Islam Malaysia (MIM) which stated its date of
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completion. By this discovery, this work is thus considered the first dated work of
Shaykh Dawud al-FaBAnA. See Matheson, Jaui literature,24.
93. Martin van Bruinessen reported that this work was popular among the Malays
after Kithb al-Bananji ofJa'far a!-Barzinji. Both works represented the treatise on
the history o{ the Prophet (strah). Ahmad Dardir had also made a commentary
upon the Mi'rij of al-Ghayti. See Bruinessen, Kitab kuning, 168.
94. rbid.,24.
95. See Ismail Che Daud, Syeikh Daud al-Fatani,36.
95. See Matheson, Iarui Literature,24.
97. rbid.,61.
98. See the facsimile of the cover page of this work in Ismail Che Daud, Syeikh Daud
al-Fatani, 2.
99. The work is on the twenty attributes of God Most Exalted, which is a commentary
of al-Sanrisi's LImm al-Bardhtn. The date of the completion of this work cannot be
determined since the author himself did not state it.
100. See Van Mohd. Shaghir, Syeikh Daud,93.
101. rbid.,92.
102. See Ismail Che Dard, Syeikh Daud al-Fatani,25.
103. Ibid, p. 2l,footnote22. There is another manuscript which we believe is the same
work even though there is a slight difference in the title; that is aL-Qurb ih Alhb.
See Wan Mohd. Shaghir, Sy.eihh Daud, 67.
104. tbid.,68.
105. See Risalah Kelebihan Basmalah.
106. See Ismail Che Datd, Syeikb Daud al-Fatani, p.28, footnote 23.
102. See Wan Mohd. Shaghir, Syeikh Daud,68.
108. Tbid., e2.
109. See Ismail Che Da:ud, Syeikh Daud al-Fatani,23.
110. Ibid.,28,footnote24. Interestingtonotehereisthatthereisaworkofthesame
title but written by a different author of this region. He was Haji 'Abd Allih bin
'Abd al-Mubin. It was written in 1184 L.H. (1771C.E.) and was reprinted by
Muhammad al-Nahdi, Bangkok, 1936 C.E. Many people mistook this work as a
work by Shaykh Dawud since it bears the same title.
111. lVan Mohd. Shaghir, Pendokumentasian Karya Sheikb Daud,857-864.
112. WanMohd.ShaghirAbdullah."'!flarduzZawzhir:KitabUsuluddinyangTerbesar
di Dunia Melayu, Karya Syeikh Daud bin Abdullah al-Fatani.i Jurnal Deutan
Bahasa (Ocr. 1991): 912-923.
113. See Ismail Che Daud, Syeikb Daud al-Fatani,5.
114. See Van Mohd. Shaghir, Syeikh Daud,61.
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